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i tried to flash a.img file, also did not work, and returned the same result that flashing the same file from the recovery mode will return the same error: bootlooping in circular pattern. but when i choose the phone to use usb mode, it works fine. i tried to flash first a nexus 7 2013's.img file, it works fine, and then a samsung s5's.img file, and then a nexus
10's.img file, and then a galaxy tab's.img file, and then a htc m8's.img file. it always worked fine. i tried to flash this over charge firmware (titanium oreo) via odin v3.09 to n7000 and i failed on "write" operation on the very beginning even though the file size was smaller than the file that i uploaded. hello from south africa. i have tried many variations of this
new (makna) firmware and i always end up with a phone that reboots straight away without flashing.. i can see in the log that all the files are written but the phone just reboots straight away. this has happened on every single device i have tried this on. i believe the download is incorrect. at least the manifest file provided by the download is incomplete. i can

not get a successful install with my selferoot. if i install with odin v4.17 i get an error and when i try to run adb devices i get no devices detected. i suspect the download is incorrect, there is some difference between the manifest file provided by the.. hi i have a n7000 and just recently downloaded and installed the odin file on my desktop computer. i
connected my phone to my laptop with usb and i got the "setup connection.." but then after that i am left with a red screen. i tried restarting my computer but now i don't see the recovery option. i don't know what to do. i downloaded it from website you posted on your post. just double click to install this file on your phone via cmd (command line) if you.
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Trying to download the updated firmware of Samsung Galaxy S5S5570 (GT-S5570I) for Multidownloader 3 using odin. I have unzipped this firmware and put it on my sd card. When I try to run odin, I get the error message “The file does not contain a valid firmware.” What did I do wrong? The Device must be of LSTC supported country then download latest
version of Odin Multi Downloader from here Download Odin Multi Downloader - Full Version - Latest Version then use it for flashing. If you have any problems then contact me by PM. Can i know your phone model, like GT-S5570I 3.) Dr Flash's ODIN (Based on 3.12, modified to bypass SHA1 checksum): DrFlash_123, is a known ODIN developer by the name of

Beebhaid, ID: blu_antidote. He released the flashable version of ODIN, himself. He released various ODIN versions but the latest being 3.12. The exact link for his ODIN file is: 4.) SoMAFy's ODIN (Based on 3.12, modified to bypass SHA1 checksum): SoMAFy (Original creator) has indeed released a new version of ODIN. When SoMAFy (Original Creator) originally
released it, it was used mostly for Tablets. SoMAFy's ODIN is modified to "force" it to look like the default ODIN, to begin with. SoMAFy's ODIN can also flash firmware and recovery files with.TAR.MD5 Extension. 6.) @d0nk1cey (Based on 3.12, modified to bypass SHA1 checksum): D0nk1cey's ODIN works a lot better than SoMAFy's. SoMAFy's ODIN can't

load.KOE files from Recoveries. And SoMAFy's ODIN has problems with wiping system partitions. I was actually using SoMAFy's ODIN for flashing ROMs to devices before I realized that SoMAFy's ODIN doesn't know that you can boot your device into Recovery using this file. I was using it for flashing official ROMs. That's when I realized that you can flash a ROM
to your device using a.KOE file, using your device's "Recovery" options. The modified link for his ODIN is: 5ec8ef588b
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